NOTIFICATION FOR ADMISSION TO DIPLOMA PROGRAMME IN CONSERVATION AND DIGITISATION OF WRITTEN DOCUMENTARY HERITAGE (Palm leaves, Paper, Manuscripts, Books, Cartographs, Drawings)

Centre for Development of Imaging Technology (C-DIT), an autonomous Institution under Government of Kerala, Trivandrum invites applications for admission to the 6 months Diploma course in Conservation and Digitisation for the Academic year 2023-24. Meritorious learners may get an opportunity to work in any of the document conservation/digitization projects being undertaken by C-DIT.

Eligibility: Applicant should possess a recognized Bachelor’s Degree in any discipline.

Total Seats - 20 nos (Total 10% seats (one each) is reserved for SC/ST candidates, to be interchanged or reverted, if suitable applicants are not available in either category)

Course details are available in the Prospectus.

Application: Application form & Prospectus can be obtained directly from C-DIT City Office, T.C 26/322(3), Chittezham Lavanya, Behind SMSM Institute, Statue, Thiruvananthapuram - 695001 on payment of Rs.250/- or can be downloaded from www.cdit.org.

The applicants shall submit self attested copies of educational qualifications along with the filled-in application form.

Those who have downloaded application form from the C-DIT website shall submit the filled-in application form along with self attested copies of the Certificates and a Demand Draft for Rs.250/- drawn in favour of REGISTRAR, C-DIT payable at Thiruvananthapuram.

The filled-in application form shall reach the below mentioned address on or before 29-04-2023, 5 PM

The HOD, Digitisation department,
First Floor, TC 26/322(3)
Chittezham Lavanya
Behind SMSM Institute
Statue, Thiruvananthapuram - 695001

REGISTRAR